Hollow Metal Simplified
CURRIES is devoted to the manufacture, service, and continuous improvement of commercial steel doors and frames. As part of our commitment to customer service, CURRIES provides many different support services to our distributor network, assuring the finest product support program in the industry.

CURRIES offers many programs that provide our customers with unequalled service and delivery coordination.

**Standard Manufacturing**

Standard Manufacturing lead times are 3-4 weeks after receipt of all pertinent order information. Orders for doors or frames, standard and custom are treated the same, so you receive your order complete and on time, every time. We take great pride in producing the finest hollow metal products with the best lead times for stock and contract work in the industry.

**Personalized Stock Order Forms**

Personalized Stock Order Forms can be produced for your individual inventory products to receive two-week product lead-time. These standard products are identified as your personal inventory items by predetermined stock numbers and are manufactured from these numbers when you place an order. This web based tool is the easiest and fastest stock production system in the industry. Simply complete the “quantity required” and relay the information to CURRIES.

**Swift Pac**

Swift Pac products offer the customer bulk price advantages for door and frame products on the most commonly used commodity items. The 15-pac doors or 52-piece frame pacs offer convenient packages for storage and shipping. Customers may utilize these from the Mason City Service Center as items to “fill” trucks for maximum freight savings as well, and are ready to ship in 3 days or less.

**Pool Shipping**

Pool Shipping steel doors and frames with 6,000 pound minimum weight gives CURRIES’ customers freight savings advantages over other LTL shipping options. CURRIES will coordinate several customers’ orders from the same region and produce a truckload shipment to that locale, which provides quicker shipping times and virtually no freight damage. CURRIES also provides “regional zone shipping” of pool trucks, which gives the distributor the advantage of consistent arrival dates with the flexibility to provide GRAHAM wood doors on the same shipment.

**CURRIES Trans-Shipping**

CURRIES Trans-Shipping is available to the six outbound destinations listed on the back. Trans-shipping allows any size order to be shipped to the Regional Service Centers at pool shipping rates. Distributors can then arrange pick-up of material or LTL from the Service Center. CURRIES distributors can save a significant amount on freight cost on smaller jobs compared to LTL rates.

**Quick Ship Doors and Frames - Mason City, IA**

Quick Ship Doors and Frames–Mason City – Standard or custom products, one or several hundred pieces, can be produced to meet customer needs. If required to start a job or do the entire project in a hurry, the CURRIES Quick Ship program is your answer. Door and frame products are available for shipment in 3, 5 or 10 working days with few exceptions.
Quick Ship Frames - Easton, PA

Quick Ship Frames–Easton, PA – This New England/East Coast Service Center can produce and ship products anywhere in the country. This Service Center has a regional delivery truck in New England and a regular weekly delivery schedule, simplifying the workload in your hollow metal shop.

EDSS PRO-TECH® and Elevation Power®

EDSS PRO-TECH® and Elevation Power systems are the most technologically sound methods of estimating, producing submittal drawings and door schedules. PRO-TECH® also allows ordering hollow metal, wood doors and hardware directly from the submittal drawings. By using Direct Order Transfer (DOT) via the internet, your order information can be directly fed into the CURRIES' manufacturing system, thus simplifying the need for order writing. PRO-TECH® also produces hardware and wood door information for submittals and purchase orders thus providing the user with additional time to perform other duties and bid additional work. Elevation Power® submittal drawing package is the most versatile elevation design product available that will price the elevation as drawn.

CURRIES Order Writing (COW) 10 Day Lead Times

CURRIES Order Writing (COW) is a web based system that allows you to electronically write CURRIES door and frame orders. Drop down boxes are provided for every column on each form displaying the standard order code option information. Projects may be created and saved as inventory files for future repeated use. As with PRO-TECH, COW orders may also be sent via Direct Order Transfer (DOT). CURRIES distributors taking advantage of the DOT system within COW will see a reduction in door and frame lead times. Door and frame orders that fully generate will be shipped in 10 working days with no limit on quantity.

Project Services

If from time-to-time your company finds itself short on internal resources to engineer and order hollow metal, then CURRIES Project Services is just for you. Send us the plans, supply the finish hardware information, and CURRIES Project Services, along with your Project Manager, will do the rest. There is a nominal fee charged for this service.

CURRIES Estimating Services

CURRIES Estimating Services are available to supplement your own on-site estimating department. Send us your take off and as much job information as you can and our staff will price these projects. If a bid date and time is critical, please let us know.

CURRIES Cut and Notch

CURRIES Cut and Notch frame program has been copied by other manufacturers but never duplicated with the exact consistencies CURRIES created. CCW stick components pre-cut and notched per frame elevation requirements and packaged per elevation for shipment, has enabled CURRIES distributors to out-perform all others in their markets. This labor saving, time saving, material saving and freight saving program has been a mainstay of CURRIES for many years. KD “Perimeter” pricing simplifies everything in this program.
CURRIES Customer Service Team

For years CURRIES has been known for providing exceptional Customer Service along with a product that is second to none. We are proud to be known in the industry for giving our customers world class service. Fast and reliable responses have made CURRIES a leader in the hollow metal business. Our team of Customer Service Professionals work very hard on keeping CURRIES the leader in customer service.

CURRIES.com

This web address gives CURRIES distributors access to the information needed to do their job in an efficient manner. Working with the Door Group Portal, distributors can access information on each of their projects and receive “real time” information on ship dates and other critical information. A “Track and Trace” feature is available to track individual shipments with trucking companies that offer this feature. Access to the CURRIES library on the website gives distributors the information required for selling CURRIES products in their market.

ASSA ABLOY Service Centers

CURRIES Inventory
CURRIES door and frame inventory and hollow metal modification centers are located in Austell, GA; Corona, CA; Garland, TX; and Easton, PA.

CURRIES Trans-Shipping
This service is available to the eight outbound destinations listed below. Trans-shipping allows any size order at pool shipping rates to be shipped to the Regional Service Center and then LTL to the final destination.

CURRIES Frame Welding
This service is available at all of the six Door Group Service Centers listed below at the same price. Simply indicate on the order form which Service Center to trans-ship material, mark the correct weld code, and indicate your final destination.

ASSA ABLOY Service Centers
Southeast - Austell, GA
Northwest - Kent, WA
Midwest - Carol Stream, IL

Southwest - Corona, CA
South Central - Garland, TX
Northeast - Easton, PA

CURRIES maintains a staff of experts to assist you with any questions concerning any of the services listed in this brochure. Please feel free to call us at 641-423-1334.
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